EAST EUROPEAN GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY TIMELINE

Jan 1990: Elected officers of Eastern European Branch of MGS

Sep 1992: First issue of "East European Genealogist" journal published

1994: Registered Canadian federal charity status obtained

Mar 1996: East European Genealogical Society incorporated as a Manitoba non-profit organization

1997: Website launched

Surnames-Village database added to website

Oct 1999: First volunteer appreciation dinner

Winter 2002: First in North America to publish the list of ships passages from Triest

Jan 2003: Conference: "Discovering Our Roots: From East Europe to the New World"

Fall 2005: Seminar: "Galicia: Multi-Ethnic Roots in Poland and Ukraine"

Aug 2006: Translated and published the list of fonds of the Central State Historical Archives in L'viv

Nov 2007: Long-term volunteer appreciation dinner

Fall 2010: Seminar: "Family History Library Resources and Research in the Former Russian Empire"

Spring 2013: Volunteer appreciation dinner

Jun 2014: Seminar: "Ancestral Evidence: Names, Places, and Documents"

Aug 2015: EEGS 25 years!